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htc has quietly started rolling out the android 11 based stable update for its u12+ devices in
the form of an over-the-air update. the update brings the build number of android 11 to your
device, but youre not really getting any new features here. it comes with the same android
11 experience as that of the realme x2 pro. like the latter, the update also includes a bunch

of bug fixes, and some under-the-hood improvements. the feature list of android 11 also
remains the same as that of the update. the first true flagship device from realme the

realme x2 pro has now received a vanilla aosp 11.0 build. the custom rom offers a near-
stock android experience with a handful of device-specific customization options. before you

go ahead and flash it on your oppo f15 mobile device, do note that you might encounter
issues related to ambient gestures and sound output with this build. if you still have a htc

desire eye and want to try out android 11 on your phone, then go right ahead and check out
the unofficial lineageos 18.0 custom rom linked below. there are a few bugs that you would

need to deal with, though. for instance, both wi-fi and bluetooth are broken, and the ui is
quite laggy. we finally have an official update for the oppo f15, bringing the beta build of
android 8.1 oreo to the device. this build is based on the pixel experience 11, the custom

rom created by the pixel experience team. you can find the thread for this build in our
forums, which has everything you need to know to flash the rom. head on over there and
have a read. this is one of the best custom roms out there for the oppo f15, and is a must

have for any interested in the device.
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another unofficial lineageos
18.0 rom built on top of android
10 is now available. this one is

for the oneplus 6t, though if
you have an older oneplus, like

the oneplus 6 or oneplus 6t
year 2, you can try this. just
make sure you have at least

180mb of free internal
memory. you can join the
oneplus 6t rom discussion

thread on our forums. also, be
aware that there are a few

build-related issues, like not
being able to connect to wi-fi,
though the stock audio and
video apps work just fine. it

appears that oneplus is
working on an android 11 beta
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build for the oneplus 6t, so
there is that, although the build
is incomplete and will crash if

you try to flash it. if you end up
flashing this build, be careful

not to get into a bootloop
where your phone won't load.
the build also offers several
device-specific tweaks and

some new features. if you have
a nougat-powered oneplus

phone, then it should work just
fine on your device. a detailed
changelog can be found below,
but head over to our forums if
you're interested in trying it
out. if you have an android

10-based lineageos 18.0 build
for the galaxy s9+ this should
work for you. there are some

bugs like camera app not
working, though some of them
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have been fixed, and the phone
will now connect to wi-fi for

sure. also, the battery status is
not showing properly in the

power menu, so this shouldnt
be a major issue. finally, here

are two samsung-powered
android 10-based lineageos

18.0 roms. the first one for the
galaxy s9e/s9+ is linked above,

while the one for the galaxy
s9/s9+ is linked below. these

are stable builds that work just
fine on our forum users'

phones. there are a few bugs
regarding the screen, like the
display not waking from sleep,
but the phone still boots up just
fine. head over to our forums to

see if you can find any.
5ec8ef588b
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